WHO WE ARE
The InfluenceHer Collective is a robust network of millennial
and gen Z content creators who cover fashion, beauty, cooking,
fitness, design, lifestyle and more. Our bloggers, vloggers, and
social media stars hail from a variety of backgrounds, create
content across a multitude of platforms, and have their own
unique voices and perspectives.
InfluenceHer Collective members gain access to an exclusive
community of top-notch influencers and paid opportunities from
Her Campus and its respected clients.

WHAT WE OFFER
Comprised of 3,300+ digital and social content creators, the
InfluenceHer Collective provides opportunities for sponsored blog
and social media posts, product/service trial and testimonials,
event support and talent/brand ambassador enlistment.
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OUR AMPLIFICATION POWER
23MM+

45MM+

Monthly Unique Readers2

Monthly Impressions1

3,300+

influential content
creators in the
InfluenceHer Collective

75MM+

Combined Social Reach3

1) Total Monthly Pageviews, metrics provided by Google Analytics
2) Metrics provided by Google Analytics
3) Includes Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr and Bloglovin’
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HER CAMPUS INFLUENCER PROFILE
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60% of Her Campus
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We’re talking about...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fashion
Beauty
Food & Cooking
Health & Fitness
Entertainment
DIY
Travel
Career
Greek Life
Family... and more!

30+

Our 3,300+ influencers create content from

6 continents,
80 countries
and 47 states
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WHAT WE CAN DO
The InfluenceHer Collective provides seamless integration of your brand, products
or services through native advertising among our 3,300+ influencers.
To promote Madewell’s seasonal in-store student discount and put product in the hands
of new customers, Her Campus ran an exciting two-part program with both digital and
product seeding activations. Influencers showcased their Madewell bags, denim, and small
accessories across various social media platforms, calling out the in-store student discount.
Check it out: Mae Amor, LCB Style, The Lilac Press, Simply Sabrina
Her Campus and Dunkin’ Donuts joined forces to create an impactful influencer program
highlighting their spring iced coffee flavors and the release of Frozen Dunkin’ Coffee.
Influencers based in key markets created custom, engaging content showing their followers
how they run on Dunkin’ during major spring moments including final exams and graduation.
Check it out: Endless May, Allie’s Fashion Alley, Maryam Hampton, Dash of Serendipity
To showcase Wacom’s new line of smart notepads and styli, Her Campus enlisted a group
of top-notch lifestyle and tech bloggers to create content across their blog and social
platforms in two pulses to create multiple touch points. Influencers shared their productivity
tips with their audiences while highlighting the features of Wacom’s smart products.
Check it out: The Southern Thing, History in High Heels, La Passion Voutee
In an exciting, first-of-its-kind activation, Her Campus and Clarisonic teamed up to gift
Clarisonic’s newly released Mia 2 device to over 200 micro-influencers. After using the
products for a minimum of 7 days, these influences shared their experiences with their
followers by way of personal blog, video and social posts. With hundreds of users posting
their experiences at once, the campaign created buzz at scale and spread the word of the
new product far and wide.
Check it out: With Love Lily Rose, AMS, Urban Umbrella, Blush and Camo
Her Campus partnered up with truth to raise awareness of their #StopProfiling campaign,
which underscored that tobacco use is more than a public health issue, it’s a social justice
issue. By sharing facts about tobacco industry profiling tactics through blog and social posts,
influencers were able to empower others to join the generation to end tobacco use.
Check it out: GoodTomiCha, Lauren Elyce, Broke and Fabulous
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WHAT OUR INFLUENCERS HAVE TO SAY
“I’ve met some of my absolute
best friends from the InfluenceHer
Collective. Not even “best blogging
friends”...best friends period.
From great conferences to great
campaigns, the InfluenceHer
Collective gave me my start as a
blogger. Now, I’m about to graduate
from college and be a full-time
blogger and digital entrepreneur, and
I have the InfluenceHer Collective to
thank for a huge part of that!”
—Erica, Coming Up Roses

“Being a part of the InfluenceHer
Collective has not only helped
me to get awesome deals with
brands, but it has also made
me discover so many new and
different blogs, all inspiring,
motivating and fun to read!”
—Sofia, Redux Squad

“I absolutely love blogging
and vlogging because it’s my way of
expressing myself. Being a part of the
InfluenceHer Collective has helped
me in SO many ways. I’ve met other
like-minded collegiates and have
discovered some amazing blogs.”
—Arianna, Arianna Jonae
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Visit HerCampusMedia.com to check out case studies,
learn more and get in touch with us!
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